
Listening Guide for CD Track 26, “Alabí Oyó” 

 

0:00-0:13  The song begins with Santos on lead vocal singing the first chant, accompanied by 

piano and a chéquere marking beats “1-2” and “4-5” of the 6/8 measure.  Flute fills in with 

improvisations following the end of the first vocal phrase at 0:07; cowbell and ride cymbal play 

accents in the background.   

Alabí Oyó e, Alabí Oyó e 

Baba Okete Erinle Ka woo 

White Cloth born of Oyo 

Father of the mountaintop, let us see you 

 

0:14-0:27  The chant repeats, with flute responding again and somewhat louder fills on the 

cymbal of the timbales.  

 

0:28-0:35  A third repetition of the chant; all instruments above enter as before behind the 

voices, and the bass can be heard improvising briefly at 0:32.   

 

0:36-1:29  Batá drums enter here under an extended flute solo, accompanied by a bell pattern 

similar to the one discussed in CD track 1 (Fig. 1.5), as well as the piano, bass, and a second 

chéquere pattern.  The batá rhythm in this section is called ñongo, one of perhaps thirty common 

rhythms performers on this instrument must learn.  Santos plays all three drums (and all six drum 

heads!) himself on a stand rather than in a group with other drummers as would be characteristic 

in ritual contexts. 

 



1:30-2:46  As the flute solo ends, the piano drops out which calls our attention to the percussion 

and bass.  The bass player takes a solo.  The bell pattern in this section is exactly as transcribed 

in Fig. 1.5.  Eventually the piano re-enters, playing only sporadic chords so as not to overshadow 

the bass.  At about 2:13 the bass builds to a climax by playing two notes at once in a high 

register; against this the piano at 2:23 plays a sparse, syncopated melody instead of chords.  One 

of the chéqueres plays a loud and extended shake at 2:44 that cues in a new section. 

 

2:46- 3:36 The piano enters with a repetitive, syncopated melodic figure as the bass ends its solo 

and begins to play a straight rhythmic marking mostly beats “1,” “3,” and “5” of the 6/8 measure.  

The two quijadas are heard in this section.  The new texture serves as a platform for the 

chéquere to take a solo, beginning with a second long shake at 2:51.   

 

3:37- 4:36 Singers begin the second chant, accompanied by a change in harmony and a return to 

jazz chords on the piano.  The batás switch to a new rhythm called oferere which takes its name 

from a specific chant the pattern often accompanies.  This time the vocals are sung in call-

response style by the lead singer and a chorus; the latter repeats the lyrical phrase below (a veiled 

reference to Changó once again, as he is associated with the color red) and is responded to with 

improvised phrases in Yoruba by Santos in praise of the oricha.  One quijada drops out in this 

section but the other is still heard at various moments, for instance at 3:53.  The flute fills with 

improvised flourishes. 

Elube elube ibalá (yo gbala) Brilliant red indigo is happy to save us 

 



4:36-4:50  The chant continues, but the musical texture begins to thin as the piano, batás, and 

various other percussion instruments drop out.  Bells jingle in the background, a reference to the 

ritual bells that hang on the outside of consecrated batá drums used in religious events, and by 

extension to all Santería ceremony.   

 

4:50-5:19  In this coda segment all instruments except the batás, one chéquere, and the bells 

drop out.  The batá switches to a third and final rhythm, meta meta, said to be Changó’s favorite 

and one to which he dances with virulent choreography.  In ritual contexts this rhythm usually 

starts out at a moderate pulse and accelerates, but here it remains more or less constant and up-

tempo, then fades away.  The bell can be heard in the background, marking  a particular four-

measure repeated pattern against the 6/8 pulse. 

 
 


